**NEW CHROMATICS OMBRE LIGHTS SERVICE**

**FEATURING NEW CHROMATICS & CHROMATICS BEYOND COVER**

Brighten up your look with CHROMATICS! OMBRE LIGHTS SERVICES combine the perfect color and dimension to any look, for amazing ombre haircolor that CHROMATICS NYC’s hottest nightspots. Use high-fashion hues from the formula accordingly.

**CHROMATICS STRAND TEST**

**How To Perform The Skin Allergy Test**

1. Perform necessary patch tests as outlined in the directions.
2. Wear suitable gloves for all applications.
3. Precisely follow package instructions for haircolor, lightener and texture products.
4. Leave for 48 hours without washing, covering or touching. If during redness or swelling in or around the test area, DO NOT APPLY THE PRODUCT.

**BEYOND COVER**

- of 1 to 2 cm² (e.g. the size of a small coin) Re-apply allowing it to penetrate each level of the hair fiber with 75% or more gray hair.

**NEW CHROMATICS BEYOND COVER**

Plus, discover NEW shades from Beyond Cover to give clients with 75% or more gray hair.

**REDKEN HAIRCOLOR COLLECTION**

Offers advanced in-salon treatments plus a complete collection of haircare and styling products to enhance your hair.

**STYLING**

High-volume creams are including modern hairdressers’ choice of dimension for even more irresistible styles.

**REDKEN CHEMISTRY**

Color results achieved with REDKEN Color Chemistry, REDKEN Color Extend, and REDKEN Color Fusion. 40 COLOR RESULTS

**ODS² PROTEIN EXTRACT + ARGAN TECHNOLOGY**

- A radical change in technology that revolutionizes the way active ingredients are delivered to the cortex.
- The cortex is enveloped in a layer of protective scaffold to allow ingredients to be propelled into the cortex.
- Hair is 2X fortified with multi-dimensional color and stunning shine.

**ODS² PROTEIN EXTRACT**

- Pre-blended shades for 75% or more gray.
- 100% coverage with fashionable haircolor.
- Zero Ammonia, Zero Odor technology for the ultimate in client comfort.
- Advanced formula enriched with argan oil, amino acids, antioxidants and protein extracts.

**ADDITIONAL REDKEN PRODUCTS**

Offers advanced in-salon treatments plus a complete collection of haircare and styling products to enhance your hair.

**HARDCARE**

- Scientifically proven, smooths, strengthens and balances in slower cycles.
- Solutions in hair’s specific needs.
- Try using 6Ag (6.17). For a less dramatic result, try 8Ag (8.17).

**REDKEN FOR MEN**

- High-performance groomers including hair color with incredible conditioning.
- A mixture of active ingredients and 2X smoother**
- Anti-oxidants and Argan Technology to leave even the most brittle, wiry hair 2X fortified*.

**NEW DIAMOND OIL**

- A multi-dimensional oil that penetrates each level of the hair fiber.
- Provides shatterproof strength and壴higher lustrous shine.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**INTRA FORCE**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- Intra Force’s 5-in-1 technology includes conditioning, conditioning, styling, and conditioning.

**NEW CURVACEOUS**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**CHROMATICS BEYOND COVER**

- Ombre extension formula for natural-looking ombre.
- An ombre extension formula that produces a new level of performance for natural-looking and natural-looking ombre.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**COLOR FUSION**

- 100% oxidation, no hydrogen peroxide, no ammonia.
- High-performance color with 15% ultra-violet lightening power.
- 1 oz. / 20 vol. and 2 oz. / 40 vol.
- A mixture of active ingredients and 2X smoother**
- Anti-oxidants and Argan Technology to leave even the most brittle, wiry hair 2X fortified*.

**SHADES EQ**

- Formulated specifically for clients with 50% gray or more.
- Formulated specifically for clients with 50% gray or more.
- Advanced zero ammonia, zero odor technology for the ultimate in client comfort.
- Advanced zero ammonia, zero odor technology for the ultimate in client comfort.

**COLOR GELS**

- Formulated specifically for clients with 50% gray or more.
- Formulated specifically for clients with 50% gray or more.
- Advanced zero ammonia, zero odor technology for the ultimate in client comfort.
- Advanced zero ammonia, zero odor technology for the ultimate in client comfort.

**REDKEN FOR MEN COLOR CARE**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**REDKEN PROFESSIONAL**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**REDKEN FOR MEN BRIGHTEN UP THE NIGHT**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**REDKEN FOR MEN HAIRCARE**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.

**REDKEN FOR MEN TIED & TIGHT**

- A multi-dimensional formula that strengthens and prepares the hair for all treatments.
- New Diamond Oil is an all-in-one smoothing, styling and conditioning treatment.
1. TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Select a shade to enhance, balance or counteract undertones. For standard lift and gray coverage use 20 volume Developer.

2. MIXING & PROCESSING

Mix: 2 oz. 6Gi (6.32) (brown) or 6Gm (6.43) (brown/gold) with 1.5 oz. Colour Extend Developer. 

3. APPLICATION

Apply to freshly cleansed hair from Zone 3. Check your work at Zone 1 formula: 

7N 10.36 Developer. 

4. ON SCALP

For modern, multi-dimensional effects, aim for lift at the Matrix and Maintain at the ends. Two levels apart at the Matrix and one level apart at the ends. 

5. GUIDELINES FOR GRAY

The Matrix has some amount of background color, each contains the perfect DEPOSIT BLONDE shade has some amount of background color, each contains the perfect DEPOSIT BLONDE shade has some amount of background color. 

6. OFF SCALP

Select a shade to enhance, balance or counteract undertones. For standard lift and gray coverage use 20 volume Developer.
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